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1. Summary 
The framework for electricity transmission is still an area that is debated and discussed around the 
world.  The energy market now appears to have matured in many countries but there is still an 
uneasy level of discomfort and concern over the transmission framework.  What is the appropriate 
level of investment, how can the operator be incentivised to minimise the impact of operations on 
the market and what level of independence is needed in the ownership and control of the 
transmission company?  Should planning and asset management be separated?  Should the 
planner be not-for-profit or is an appropriately incentivised for-profit organisation better?  These 
questions are still being asked in countries where energy markets have been operating for a 
number of years. 
 
I have been asked to comment on the Firecone Report of November 2003 which addressed these 
issues within the Australian (National Electricity Market - NEM) context.  I will confine my 
comments to the three main areas of the report: institutional models for planning and investment, 
the national planner and service standards. 

2. Institutional Models for Transmission Planning and Investment 
A recent American report by the TAPS group in June 20041 strongly argued that transmission 
should be put in the hands of independent stand-alone transmission organisations so that the 
existing vertically integrated utilities could not use the transmission sector to protect or favour their 
own generation or retail assets.  The group is also calling for planning to be carried out on a broad 
regional basis so that better solutions to the issues of wheeling power across utility areas can be 
found and also ensuring that the cost of high voltage backbone transmission is spread across 
broad regions so that the cost is more equitably distributed to users.  
 
The group wants concentration on facilitation of transmission investment before developing the 
competitive markets.  They do want cost effective solutions however and no barriers to investment 
rather than investment at any cost.  The group is also calling for performance based rates that 
reward asset management practices which lead to reductions in the cost of transmission 
congestion. 
                                                       
1 “Effective Solutions for Getting Needed Transmission Built at Reasonable Cost” by the Transmission Access Policy 
Study Group (TAPS) an informal association of transmission-dependent electric utilities located in 35 US states.  
http://www.tapsgroup.org/EffectiveSolutions.pdf  
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The problems that the TAPS report is seeking to address are not that dissimilar to the issues 
identified in the Firecone report but the solutions are different because of the differing institutional 
bodies that exist and have existed in the past in America versus Australia.  
 
Section 6.2 of the Firecone report talks about two alternatives for efficient investment being the 
independent not-for-profit planner and the incumbent for-profit transmission owner.  The report 
goes on to identify the competing principles which might be used to determine the best alternative 
model, which I generally agree with: 
 

• Clarity of obligation: Firecone correctly points out that an independent not-for-profit 
transmission planner is obliged to rely on contracts rather than ownership and this forces 
greater clarity on the obligations of transmission owners.  This is a positive for the 
independent not-for-profit planner whose obligation is to provide for efficient transmission 
expansion while the contracted asset owners have a clear obligation to maximise their 
profit while providing assets at an appropriate service level.  The for-profit asset owner has 
these obligations mixed together and in some aspects they conflict. 

 
• Asymmetry of information: Fircone correctly identifies that the incumbent operator has a 

strong information advantage which is a reason for them to undertake planning and 
investment. The report also identifies that this asymmetry also makes it very difficult to 
regulate such an entity and limits the effectiveness of disclosure and review by affected 
parties.  I suggest that the independent not-for-profit planner also reduces the asymmetry 
of information in the industry and allows much better scrutiny of both the planning process 
and the asset management process carried out by the transmission owners.  This is clearly 
a positive for the independent not-for-profit planner. 

 
• Conflict of interest: Firecone suggests that if there is a frequent choice between local 

transmission and other alternatives, and the disclosure obligation is an ineffective control 
on choosing local transmission then this may argue for an independent planner.  I would 
go much further than this because the conflict of interest goes much deeper than the 
choice between a local transmission solution and an alternative remote transmission or 
non-transmission solution.  The for-profit incumbent transmission owner also makes 
frequent choices about the type and size of local transmission investment to overcome a 
constraint, whether to replace assets on an equivalent basis or augment the network and 
make trade-offs between O&M expenses and capital expenses.  All of these choices will 
be based on profit maximisation and will only be maximising efficiency if the regulatory 
incentives are perfectly aligned which is unlikely given the information asymmetry between 
the regulator and the incumbent transmission owner.  The independent transmission 
planner breaks the conflict of interest because it has the augmentation decision and the 
responsibility of the transmission owner is much clearer in that they have to optimise the 
life-cycle cost of the existing assets while meeting their service or performance standards. 

 
• Incentive effects: Firecone suggests that the exposure of a transmission entity to financial 

risk should focus managerial attention and therefore the incumbent transmission owner 
should be more effective than the not-for-profit planner.  I suggest that the governance 
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arrangements and management performance incentives can be set up so that the not-for-
profit planner is effectively incentivised.  The incentive with the incumbent transmission 
owner is not perfectly aligned with effective and efficient transmission planning in the 
existing regime because it is about overall profit maximisation which could incentivise 
particular types of augmentations and incentivise reducing disclosure of information.  

 
Firecone also correctly identifies that government owned for-profit organisations are different to 
ordinary for-profit organisations.  State-owned transmission organisations generally pay 90 to 95% 
of their profit in dividends to their shareholder the state government.  If they perform badly then 
they cannot be taken over and are highly unlikely to go bankrupt.  If the regulator were to penalise 
the organisation for bad planning decisions or reduce their O&M then the state government and 
therefore state taxpayers would effectively pay the cost – not a group of voluntary shareholders.  
Firecone also states that “Government’s access to legislative power reduces the power of the 
regulator in disputes which go to the heart of regulatory objectives.” 
 
When the competing principles and the issue of government ownership of for-profit organisations 
are analysed it is surprising that the conclusion of this section is stated as “For the reasons given 
above, our preference is to rely on continued regulation of for-profit transmission businesses, 
unless that is proved ineffective.”  Firecone goes on to state “There may be little harm in continuing 
with inconsistent approaches to the broad model of who bears risk in transmission planning and 
how it is enforced.”  I understand that this may be a very pragmatic approach to the differences that 
exist at present but from a VENCorp point of view the status quo is not sustainable in the medium 
term, there needs to be a clear direction.  The Firecone report appeared to me to provide strong 
backing for the not-for-profit planner until it came to the conclusion of the section. 

3. National Planner 
VENCorp was reasonably content with the COAG Energy Markets Review recommendation that 
“NEMMCO’s responsibilities should extend to planning for the inter-regional and intra-regional 
transmission network”.  The proposal was also to have a competitive tendering process operated 
by NEMMCO similar to VENCorp’s process for new regulated transmission investment. 
 
The Firecone report has stepped back from this proposal and said that the main issues that need 
to be tackled at present are national transmission system adequacy information disclosure and 
identification of inter-regional projects.  I agree that these are the big issues at present and I do not 
have any issue with resolving these issues first.  When the issue of institutional models for planning 
and investment is combined with these issues I think there is still a strong argument to go down the 
path that the COAG Energy Markets Review proposed.  However on balance the Firecone 
recommendations will address the main issues and provide strong benefits.  This will allow further 
developments at a later stage which may move down the COAG Energy Markets Review path. 
 
The Firecone recommendation to develop a power for the AEMC, acting on the advice of 
NEMMCO, to direct TNSPs to take potentially economic augmentation projects through the 
consultation and appraisal processes defined in the Code.  This power will need to be very 
carefully applied because the AEMC must be able to direct a TNSP without taking on any 
regulatory risk or changing the TNSP’s regulatory risk.  If either of these occur it will very much 
confuse the responsibilities and accountabilities for planning within the NEM.  A word of caution in 
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that it is one thing to direct a TNSP to carry out a regulatory test on a particular project but the 
discretion allowed in the existing regulatory test would allow the TNSP to largely engineer the 
solution.  This means that if the TNSP for whatever reason thought it was not in it’s interest to build 
the project then it probably wouldn’t get built. 
 
The recommendation to require NEMMCO to prepare an Annual Transmission Statement is very 
beneficial as it will start a process of introducing common standards of presenting planning, asset 
rating, investment projects and other network information.  It will also reduce the information 
asymmetry that exists at present. 

4. Service Standards 
The Firecone report in section 5.1.1 looks at the existing process of TNSPs publishing planned 
network outages for 13 months in advance and recommends that this process continue and that 
any other introduced incentives should avoid undermining this process.  This is sound advice at 
this stage because predictability and transparency of decision-making is very important here and 
allows the market participants to manage their risks.  This is preferable to having the TNSP 
manage the market impacts of their behaviour given the high gearing involved between the 
transmission system and market outcomes. 
 
In section 5.1.2 Firecone looks at the ACCC service standard guidelines of May 2003.  Since the 
Firecone report was published the final ACCC document has also been published in November 
2003.  The ACCC is also continuing work on developing market based service standards or 
indicators initially that will try to measure the market impact of transmission events.  The service 
standards that have been applied to TNSP revenue determinations (SPI PowerNet and ElectraNet) 
are: 

• Transmission circuit availability; 
• Average outage duration; and 
• Frequency of “off-supply” events. 

 
It is interesting to note that these are not uniform service standards at present because the 
definitions and the targets proposed for each TNSP is quite different.  For example the average 
outage duration for ElectraNet is the average time “off-supply” for each “off-supply” event and the 
target is 100 minutes whereas for SPI PowerNet the same standard is the average outage duration 
of a plant outage (nothing to do with customer interruption).  It is also interesting to review the 
targets for each TNSP for circuit availability of lines: 
 

ElectraNet SA 99.25% 
Powerlink 97.45% 
SPI PowerNet 99.20% 
Transend 99.05% 
TransGrid 99.40% 

  
The initiatives by the ACCC on developing market based indicators and the continuing application 
of the above service standards to revenue caps for TNSPs are consistent with the 
recommendations of the Firecone report and appear to be very sensible developments.  It would 
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also appear that there is some way to go before these service standards are measuring and 
comparing “apples with apples” but it is progress in the right direction. 
 
Firecone also mentions that VENCorp has a separate contractual availability incentive scheme with 
SPI PowerNet which has greater revenue incentives.  VENCorp suggests that this is a superior 
scheme because it is much more targeted such that the availability rates for each element depends 
on the period (peak, intermediate and off-peak) and also the criticality of the line measured by the 
expected unserved energy for certain system conditions. 

Reliability Obligations 
The existing clarity of reliability obligation of the various TNSPs and their interpretation is 
unacceptable at present.  The present obligations are almost all redundancy obligations and 
depending on a number of factors such as load duration curve, number of assets feeding a 
connection point, circuit availability etc, even with the same redundancy target say N-1, then the 
reliability delivered will be different at every connection point on the network. 
 
The Firecone recommendation that a working group be set up comprising the Reliability Panel and 
the TNSPs to recommend the appropriate reference level of reliability to be provided by 
transmission networks at each connection point is not achievable in my opinion.  To define point of 
connection reliability requires an analysis of the entire network with failure rates for single and 
multiple elements across the entire network.  It is possible to define connection point redundancy 
levels as has been done in South Australia but this is not a measure of reliability. 
 
As stated under Unifying TNSP obligations, VENCorp believes the correct approach is to put a cost 
on reliability and then do a probabilistic analysis to determine whether any augmentation is justified 
to remove any expected unserved energy (EUE).  This is the planning criterion approach used by 
VENCorp2. 
 
It is interesting to note that if we applied a reliability standard to the transmission system similar to 
that used for the generation adequacy of 0.002% of the energy delivered within the state then the 
target for the amount of system minutes of load interruption would be less than 7.5 system minutes 
in most states.  In 2002/03 Victoria achieved a reliability of 0.25 system minutes, Queensland 
achieved greater than 4.8 system minutes and South Australia achieved greater than 1.2 system 
minutes.  This demonstrates the relatively large range of performance outcomes within the one 
year and also shows that the transmission performance is not inconsistent with Reliability Panel’s 
reliability target for generation adequacy. 
 
The other aspect of a reliability target is that because of the impact of forced outages of 
transmission plant below 0.1%, the long term average reliability will have a very high standard 
deviation on a year by year basis meaning that it would be a useless performance measure.  This 
is the problem with any output performance measure on the transmission system and why 
VENCorp has focused on input performance incentives such as circuit availability to incentivise 
network asset owners. 
                                                       
2 Detailed in the VENCorp Planning Criteria paper 
http://www.vencorp.com.au/docs/Electricity_Transmission/Transmission_Planning/Elec%20Trans%20Plan%20Criteria
%20June2003.pdf  
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Capacity Obligations (The Regulatory Test) 
VENCorp concurs with the recommendation in the Firecone report that the ACCC develop 
guidelines that simplify and increase the replicability of the regulatory test.  VENCorp is relatively 
comfortable with the progress to date on the further development of the guidelines by the ACCC 
but would still like to see some increased prescription to the bidding behaviours and “realistic” bids 
that should be used in a regulatory test so that the guesswork and volatility of result can be 
reduced.  This should be a test such that if a single problem was given to 4 consultants then one 
would expect the net market benefits for the range of scenarios chosen to be consistent within +/- 
20%.  At present given the subjectivity and vagueness of the guidelines I would expect the result 
would be +/- 100% at least. 
 
VENCorp objects to the different criteria to be used for alternative projects depending on whether 
or not the project has been called a “reliability” augmentation or one which has to meet the net 
benefits test.   There does not appear to be any compelling reason for having the different criteria. 
 
On a related issue, VENCorp does not agree with the use of ex-post optimisation, this is very 
ineffective regulation because it occurs after the investment has been made and any volatility in the 
application of this process will lead to an unwillingness of players to invest.  The focus and the best 
outcome is to make a robust investment decision with full information and consultation.  This 
actually lends itself to the regulator signing-off on each regulatory test application prior to the 
investment being made.  

Unifying TNSP Obligations 
Firecone in section 5.4 correctly identifies the fact that any element of a network or augmentation 
to a network provides a combination of benefits being: 

 Improving the reliability of the network by adding to the redundancy of elements;  
 Improving the reliability of supply by increasing the amount of generation able to meet the 

demand; 
 Improving the capacity between generation and load points so that there is better 

competition between generators; 
 Reducing the losses involved in transferring power between generation and load; and 
 Reducing the amount of ancillary services required in meeting the demand. 

 
The report goes on to say “There might therefore be advantages in time in trying to create a single 
regulatory test which applied to all major capital expenditure, and which consistently valued the 
range of benefits provided by those investments.  However, pragmatically, that moment seems 
some way off.”  It appears to me that the net market benefits test as already described by the 
ACCC is a way of unifying all the benefits of augmentations.  It does require that a value be put on 
reliability and it is surprising that so little effort has been spent on measuring this value.  VENCorp 
and previously VPX carried out surveys to estimate this value and yet there have been very few 
other works undertaken to establish a value.  The ACCC net market benefits test is already a 
unifying test which allows reliability, competition, losses and ancillary service benefits to be valued 
and evaluated in a single test. 
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5. Conclusions 
In conclusion the Firecone report has made a number of very worthwhile recommendations which 
should allow for significant progress of the NEM.  The areas which I have differences of option or 
would like further clarity on are: 
 

 The recommendation in the institutional models section appears to be inconsistent with 
analysis within the section and we are surprised at this outcome; 

 The national planner recommendations are a move in the right direction but we think that 
they could have gone further and there are implementation issues that need to be 
addressed; 

 The service standards process is in its infancy and needs much more work and 
standardisation but is progressing; 

 The recommendation to set reliability targets at each connection point on the transmission 
system is not achievable in the near future and much more development in defining 
reliability is required; 

 VENCorp considers that the single regulatory test that unifies TNSP obligations is largely 
satisfied by the ACCC regulatory test and that it is not “some way off” as stated in the 
Forecone report. 

 


